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The collector of Swiss stamps is blessed by an extensive
library of philatelic reference works to aid him the pursuit of
the particular facet of Swiss philately which interests him.
For most Americans this is a very mixed blessing . Most of this
literature is in German or French . With his typical lack of
proficiency in foreign languages, this philatelic reference
library, like the fruit of Tantalus, lies just beyond his
reach . This need not be the case . Many of these Swiss
philatelic reference works can be used by English-only-speaking
collectors with a very minimal need to decipher the German or
French words . The new 2-volume Swiss Machine Cancel Catalog is
a case in point . I would wager to say that given a little
guidance on how the catalog is organized and a description of a
typical listing, any American collector can get at least 95% of
the information out of this catalog . This is what I ' m going to
do in this article.

First, as to the organization of the catalog . For this
purpose, let ' s go through the table of contents . The catalog
begins with a preface (page i) by Jann Etter, the president of
the Technical Commission of the Swiss Postmark Collectors
Society (SVP) and editor of its bulletin . This is followed by
another preface (page iii), this time by the three authors of
the work, G . Balimann, W . Güldensupp, and E . Lehmann.

The real material of the catalog begins with an
" Introduction " (page 1) which traces the history of machine
cancels with particular emphasis on, obviously, Switzerland.

The chapter on "Definitions " (page 5) needs a little
translation so that we are all talking on the same terms . I ' ll
just run through the list of definitions as they are given in
the chapter with explanations of each rather than literal
translations . So you can recognize the words when and if they
appear in the catalog listings or somewhere else you run across
them, I will give the German and French terms together with the
American English equivalent (G/F/E).

Handbuch der Maschinenstempel Schweiz, Liechtenstein, UNO Genf,
in 2 volumes . Published in 1984 by the Schweizerischer Verein
der Poststempelsammler SVP . Available from the SVP forSFr 50.50
plus postage .

	

Inquiries to the SVP, Post Office Box 2334,
CH-3001 Bern, Switzerland .



Maschinenstempel/Empreinte de machine à timbrer/Machine
cancel - A machine cancel is made up of two parts, a
circular date stamp and a flag or slogan.

Krone/Couronne/Circular date stamp (crown)

Flagge/Fiche/Flag or slogan

Stempelkopf/Tête de timbrage/Cancelling head - The part of
the cancelling machine which carries the dies for the
circular date stamp and the slogan.

Kronenstellung/Position de la couronne/Arrangement of the
circular date stamp - The circular date stamp is located
either to the right or the left of the slogan . Prior to
1939 the circular date stamp was always to the left of the
slogan or flag . The first time the arrangement we are
accustomed to today with the circular date stamp to the
right of the flag was used was at the PTT pavilion at the
1939 National Exhibition in Zurich . The years 1940 to 1943
saw the transition from the left to the right . By 1944, all
cancels had been changed so that any cancel after that date
with the circular date stamp to the left of the slogan is an
error.

Flaggensprache/Langue de la fiche/Language of the slogan -
There are 4 possibilities for this, as follows:

Stumme Flaggen/Fiches muettes/Mute slogans - These are
primarily the flags made up of straight or wavy lines,
possibly with " PP " superimposed . There is one slogan
cancel with no words - Number 2 .2 .31.

Neutrale Flaggen/Fiches neutres/Neutral slogans - The
language of these slogans does not correspond to any of
the Swiss national languages . These are usually in
Latin or possibly Esperanto . Thus their use is not
restricted by the Swiss linguistic regions.

Einsprachige Flaggen/Fiche en une langue/Slogan in one
language - A slogan in one of the Swiss national
languages whose use therefore is restricted to that
particular linguistic region.

Mehrsprachige Flaggen/Fiches en plusieurs
langues/Slogans in multiple languages - Slogans with
two or more languages which could therefore be used in
more than a single linguistic region.

Flaggen-Einsatzplan/Plan de mise en service des
fiches/Slogan use schedule - Machine slogan cancels are put
in service according to a schedule issued monthly by the
General Direction of the PTT . From 1941 to the end of 1973
this schedule was published in the Official Notices of the
PTT . Beginning in 1974, the schedule has been published in
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the monthly journal of the Swiss Postmark Collectors
Society .

	

[Note : -the A .H .P .S . receives this journal .

	

Write
to the Librarian if you ' d like to borrow it .]

Wanderflaggen/Fiches itinérantes/Travelling slogans -
Slogans of a general nature not publicizing a particular
event or locality are circulated among the various Swiss
post offices with machine cancellers according to the slogan
use schedule . These slogans can be used for many years.
The slogan in longest use is Number 2 .2 .21, first put in
service in 1936 . Some of these travelling slogans are only
used at particular times of the year, such as those
associated with some charity campaign, a seasonal sport, or
admonitions to mail early for Christmas.

Gelegenheitsflaggen/Fiches occasionnelles/Occasional slogans
- These are slogans whose length of use is limited . These
slogans usually are associated with a particular exhibition,
event, or anniversary.

Stationierte Flaggen/Fiches disponibles en
permanence/Permanent slogans - Each post office is supplied
with two permanent slogans or flags : a flag with the
letters "PP" and a reserve or emergency flag . In addition,
post offices may have one or more local publicity slogans or
seasonal slogans.

PP-Flagge/Fiche PP/ " PP " flag - The " PP " flag is used
for (usually) stampless bulk mailings.

Reserveflagge/Fiche de réserve/Reserve flag - These
reserve or emergency flags are used when all else
fails . If the scheduled slogan die didn ' t arrive on
schedule and the post office had no local publicity
slogan then the reserve flag would be used . Given the
Swiss punctuality, these reserve flags are rarely used.

Ortswerbeflagge/Fiche-réclame locale/Local publicity
slogans - These slogans are generally used when no
other slogan is scheduled for use . In the larger
cities, the slogan die is sometimes circulated among
the various branch post offices of the city so that the
same slogan will appear with circular date stamps from
different branches of the same post office.

Saisonflaggen/Fiches saisonnières/Seasonal slogans -
Publicity slogans whose use is appropriate only during
certain times of the year.

Flaggenvarianten/Variantes de fiches/Variations of slogans -
Two particular variations in slogans receive catalog
recognition : variations of the design and variations of the
format.

Bildvarianten/Variantes d ' image/Variations of design
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Formatvarianten/Variantes de format/Variations of
format - Dimensional variations of more than 2 mm are
considered variations of format.

Flaggenabarten/Variétés de fiches/Varieties of slogans -
Because of damage or similar causes minor varieties of the
slogan cancels frequently appear . These are not considered
in the Swiss Machine Cancel Catalog . However, if the damage
is so severe that, say, a complete line in a wavy line flag
disappears, then this would be considered a variation.

Flaggen-Numerierung/Numérotation des fiches/Slogan catalog
numbers - To facilitate classification the machine cancels
have been placed in categories and groups . Each cancel is
assigned a category number, a group number, and then a
sequence number . The sequence number generally corresponds
to the order of first use . Variations are noted by an
appended lower case letter (z, y, x, . . .) .

	

Slogans which
exist in different language versions receive the same
catalog number, the language variation noted separately.
There are 4 cancellation categories and up to 6 cancellation
groups in each category . These are as follows:

Kategorie 0/Catégorie 0/Category 0
Items with no publicity text

Gruppe 0 .1/Groupe 0 .1/Group 0 .1
Circular date stamps without flags or slogans

Gruppe 0 .2/Groupe 0 .2/Group 0 .2
Flags made up of wavy or straight lines, possibly
with the Swiss cross superimposed (now used for
reserve flags)

Gruppe 0.3/Groupe 0 .3/Group 0 .3
Slogans with " PP "

Gruppe 0 .4/Groupe 0 .4/Group 0 .4
Circular date stamps from postal check offices,
always without flags or slogans

Kategorie 1/Catégorie 1/Category 1
Slogans concerned with services and operations of
the P .T .T.

Kategorie 2/Catégorie 2/Category 2
Slogans concerned with other general campaigns

Gruppe 2 .1/Groupe 2 .1/Group 2 .1
Slogans concerned with charity fund-raising
campaigns

Gruppe 2 .2/Groupe 2 .2/Group 2 .2
Slogans concerned with other public-interest
organizations or campaigns

Kategorie 3/Catégorie 3/Category 3
Town or locality publicity slogans



Kategorie 4/Catégorie 4/Category 4
Slogans for events limited in duration

Gruppe 4 .1/Groupe 4 .1/Group 4 .1
Slogans concerned with fairs, expositions, and
museums

Gruppe 4 .2/Groupe 4 .2/Group 4 .2
Slogans concerned with anniversaries

Gruppe 4 .3/Groupe 4 .3/Group 4 .3
Slogans concerned with conferences and congresses

Gruppe 4 .4/Groupe 4 .4/Group 4 .4
Slogans concerned with music, song, and theater

Gruppe 4.5/Groupe 4 .5/Group 4 .5
Slogans concerned with sporting events

Gruppe 4 .6/Groupe 4 .6/Group 4 .6
Slogans concerned with everything else

Kronenform/Forme de la couronne/Format of the circular date
stamp - There are three formats of circular date stamps : double
circles [41], single circles [42], and segmented circles [43].
[Numbers refer to illustrations in the Catalog . These 3 are
found on page 14 .]

Zweikreiskrone/Couronne à double cercle/Double circle date
stamp - The original form of circular date stamp now mostly
replaced by the segmented circle.

Einkreiskrone/Couronne à cercle unique/Single circle date
stamp - A form of the circular date stamp used from 1935
into the 1940s, somewhat later in some locations.

Segmentkrone/Couronne avec segments/Segmented circular date
stamp - The general form of circular date stamp now in use.
First used in 1965.

Datum/Date/Date - The date portion of the circular date stamps
is made up of the hour(s), date, month, and year . On double and
single circle date stamps, these are found on three lines, the
top line being the hours, the middle line being the date and
month, and the bottom line being the year . On segmented circle
date stamps all components are found in a single line - date,
month, year, hour.

Stunde(n)/Heure(s)/Hour(s) - For a short time prior to World
War I the designation for hours was on the basis of the
24-hour clock using the Arabic numerals 0 to 24 . From 1914
to April 19, 1918, the designation for am hours was by Roman
numerals I to XII and pm hours by Arabic numerals 1 to 12.
After that date, allowing for several-year transition
period, the am hours received an Arabic numeral designation,
1 to 12, and the pm hours were denoted by either Arabic
numerals 13 to 24 or Roman numerals I to XII.

Tag/Jour/Date - The date is denoted by an Arabic numeral .



Monat/Mois/Month - Prior to 1967 the month was designated by
a Roman numeral, I to XII . Beginning in 1967, for the most
part, the month is now designated by an Arabic numeral, 1 to
12.

Jahr/Année /Year - In double and single circle date stamps
the year is shown with all four digits . In segmented circle
date stamps only the final two digits are shown.

Textelemente/Eléments de texte/Text elements - A circular date
stamp generally includes two or more of the following elements
of text:

Ortsbezeichnung/Désignation du lieu/Locality name

Filialnummer/Numéro de la succursale/Branch number

Filialname/Nom de la succursale/Branch name

Postbetriebliche Angaben/Indications postales/Postal
indication - Designation of special category of service

Paarweise Verzierungen/Paire d ' enjolivures/Text separation
symbols - Graphic symbols to separate the upper and lower
text elements

Postleitzahl /Numéro postal d ' acheminement/ZIP code

Sternchen/Etolles/Stars - Used to fill out the lower half of
the text area

Leihkrone/Couronne en prêt/On-Loan circular date stamps - If the
location of the cancelling machine is not the same as the
location designated on the circular date stamp, an "on-loan "
circular date stamp is said to be in use . These are primarily
used for small post offices that do not have a cancelling
machine but which occasionally receive a large quantity of
letters or cards . Usually the nearest larger post office
applies these "on-loan" date stamps . Often these offices will
get a cancelling machine of their own at a later date . These
cancels are listed in Part S of the Catalog.

Kronensprache/Langue de la couronne/Language of the circular
date stamp - A circular date stamp has a language associated
with it based either on the linguistic region from which it
comes or the language shown in the text of the date stamp . The
bilingual city of Biel/Bienne is a special case in which the
auxiliary text in the date stamp determines the language.

Kronentypologie/Types de couronnes/Types of circular date stamps
- As an aid to classifying the over 1000 circular date stamps,
they have been divided into 6 types according to their form,
size, and presence or absence of the ZIP code .

	

[The six types
are shown on page 20 of the Catalog .]



Type Diameter (mm) Form ZIP

	

Code
A 23-24 Double circle No
B 22-24 Single circle No
C 22 Double circle No
D 22 Double circle Yes
E 28 Segmented circle Yes
F 22 Segmented

	

circle Yes

There are 2 other special types:

S Special
V Experimental

In addition to these designations, within each of these types
certain sub-types are designated by two upper case letters as
prefixes or suffixes to the single-letter types.

Prefix FL- is used for cancels from Liechtenstein.

Prefix UN- is used for cancels on stamps of the United
Nations office in Geneva.

Suffix -UN is used for cancels of the post office "Geneve 10
Nations Unies " on Swiss stamps.

Suffix -BB (for Biel/Bienne) is used for German-language
circular date stamps from Biel/Bienne with French-language
slogans.

Suffix -CH (for CHeck) is used for circular date stamps for
the postal check service.

Suffix -PP (for Port Payé) is used for bulk mail cancels.

Suffix -NN (for NachNahme) is used for C .O .D . cancels.

Flaggen-Kronen-Paar/Paire fiche-couronne/Slogan-circular date
stamp pairs
Flaggen-Kronen-Kombination/Ensemble fiche-couronne/Slogan -
circular date stamp combinations
A slogan-circular date stamp combination is simply the
combination of a slogan with a circular date stamp of a
particular type, language, and position without regard to the
locality designation . The slogan-circular date stamp pair takes
the locality designation into account . At the end of 1982 there
were approximately 2800 different slogans resulting in about
4800 slogan-circular date stamp combinations and about 22,000
slogan-circular date stamp pairs.

* * *

The chapter on "Method of Use " (page 28) is critical to the
understanding of the Catalog . The sample listings shown on
pages 28 and 29 are explained by use of numbers in circles.
These numbers mean the following:
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101. Stempel-Hauptnummer/Numéro de base de l ' empreinte/Catalog
number . This is the category .group .sequence number as explained
above .

102. Flaggensprache/Langue de la fiche/Slogan language . The
language of the slogan abbreviated as follows:

dt

	

German (for "deutsch " )
fr

	

French
it

	

Italian
ro

	

Romansh (Sursilvan or Ladin)
lat

	

Latin
df

	

German/French
fd

	

French/German
id

	

Italian/German
dl

	

German/Ladin
ds

	

German/Sursilvan

For combinations, the first-listed language is found at the left
or top of the slogan and the second-listed language is at the
right or bottom.

103. Abbildung/Reproduction/Illustration . A reduced-size
version of the slogan whose size is chosen so that the
illustration has a height of 14mm.

104. Hinweise betreffend die Flagge/Indications relatives à la
fiche/Notes or remarks about the slogan . Four types of notes or
remarks can appear here:

Description of the design (only used for Category 0)

The format or dimensions of the slogan when necessary to
distinguish between variations

References to other slogans with the same design or text

Distinguishing features between variations of the same
slogan

105. Hinweis auf im Gebrauch stehende Variante/Renvoi à une
variante encore en service/Indicator of the placing back in
service of a variation of the slogan . The three down-pointing
arrows indicate that the slogan was placed back in service at a
later time in a variant form . This is only used for Category 3
slogans.

106. Variantenummer/Numéro des variantes/Catalog number of a
variation . Variations of the base design are denoted by a lower
case letter suffix, starting from z and working down the
alphabet.

107. Hinweise betreffend die Flaggenvariante/Indications
relatives à la variante/Notes or remarks on the variation.
Similar to Number 104, except for variations.
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108. Verwendungszeit /Durée d ' emploi/Period of use . The first
and last days of use of the slogan, where known, using the
European style calendar notation (day .month .year).

109. Verwendungszeit einer Variante/Durée d ' emploi d ' une
variante/Period of use of a variation . As Number 108, except
for variations.

110. Einsatzmonate periodisch wiederkehrender Flaggen /Mois
d ' emploi des fiches revenant périodiquement/Months in which
periodically recurring use of a slogan occurs . Some slogans,
particularly for charity campaigns, are reused annually . The
months in which the slogan is used is indicated by Roman
numerals (I-January, . . ., XII=December) .

	

If the use of a slogan
is seasonal, an " S " indicates summer use and a " W " indicates
winter use.

111. Verwendungszeit in einer spezifischen Sprachregion /Durée
d ' emploi dans une région linguistique spécifique/Period of use
in a specific linguistic region . Slogans in multiple languages
or neutral slogans are sometimes used in different linguistic
regions, as determined by the language of the circular date
stamp . The period of use in the region is designated in the
same manner as Number 108 . The linguistic region or language of
the circular date stamp is indicated by an abbreviation as
follows:

dt

	

used with a German circular date stamp
fr

	

used with a French circular date stamp
it

	

used with a Italian circular date stamp
ro

	

used with a Romansh circular date stamp
dr

	

used with a bilingual German/Romansh circular date
stamp

rd

	

used with a bilingual Romansh/German circular date
stamp

112. Verweise auf andere Gebiete der Philatelie /Renvois
d ' autres domaines philatéliques/References as to complementary
philatelic connections . References to other aspects of
philately are denoted by one of 7 bold-faced capital letters:

A

	

(for "Auto " ) An automobile post cancel exists with the
same subject or design

F

	

(for "Flug " ) A special balloon cancel exists with the
same subject or design

G

	

(for "Ganzsache" ) A piece of postal stationery exists
with the same subject or design . Combination use of
the slogan on the postal stationery item is thus
possible.

K

	

(for "Kurort " ) A branch office of the same locality
used a K-cancel during the same period

M

	

(for "Marke " ) A stamp valid during the period of use of
the slogan with the same subject or design exists.
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Combination use of the slogan with the stamp is thus
possible.

S

	

(for " Sonderstempel " ) A special cancel exists with the
same subject or design

V

	

(for " Vorlaufer " ) Prior to the use of the local
publicity machine slogan cancel, a K-cancel was in use.

113. Kronenkombinationen/Ensembles de la couronne/Circular date
stamp combinations . The combinations of circular date stamp
type, language, and position possible are indicated by 3
abbreviations [Numbers 114, 115, and 116].

114. Kronentyp/Type de la couronne/Circular date stamp type.
As described above, the type of circular date stamp, A-F.

115. Kronensprache/Langue de la couronne/Language of the
circular date stamp . The language of the circular date stamp
abbreviated as follows:

dt

	

German
fr

	

French
it

	

Italian
ro

	

Romansh

dr

	

German/Romansh
rd

	

Romansh/German

Note :

	

the circular date stamps of Arosa, Davos, Klosters,
Pontresina, and St . Moritz, which are often used with slogans in
Romansh, are considered German.

116. Kronenstellung/Position de la couronne/Position of the
circular date stamp . The relative position of the circular date
stamp with respect to the slogan or flag is denoted by an
abbreviation as follows:

li

	

(for " links " ) circular date stamp to the left of the
slogan

re

	

(for " rechts " ) circular date stamp to the right of the
slogan

du

	

(for " durchgehend " ) continuous or roller cancellation,
thus the circular date stamp can be either to the right
or the left
circular date stamp without slogan

For slogans of Category 3, the position of the circular date
stamp is only noted for cancel types A, B, and C . The notation
is suppressed for types D, E, F, and V . These types always have
the circular date stamp to the right.

117. Ordungskriterien für Kronenkombinationen/Critéres d ' ordre
pour les ensembles de la couronne/Criteria for listing order of
slogan/circular date stamp combinations . If you ' re interested
in these technical criteria, a priority table is given at the
bottom of page 34.

118. Ordungskriterien für Flaggen-Kronen-Paare/Critéres d ' ordre
pour les paires fiche-couronne/Criteria for listing order of
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slogan-circular date stamp pairs . This again is a technical
paragraph . However, there is no neat table so I ' ll summarize
the criteria:

1. Language of the slogan and the circular date stamp.
2. Language of the circular date stamp for mute, neutral,

or multilingual slogans.
3. Slogan-circular date stamp combination according to the

table under Number 117.
4. Alphabetic order of the location name.
5. Sequence order of the circular date stamp.
6. Numeric order by branch number.

119. Verzeichnis der Einsatzpostämter/Liste des offices postaux
d ' emploi/List of post offices where the slogan was used.
Alphabetic list of post offices as given in the text portion of
the circular date stamp . The double right arrow sign indicates
for Categories 0, 1, and 2 that the slogan is still in use . A
table at the end of the Category section lists the post offices
where the slogan had been used up to the end of 1982.

120. Kronennummer/Numéro de la couronne/Number of the circular
date stamp . The serial number of the circular date stamp
according to the listing found in Part Q.

121. Hinweis auf Leihkronen/Indication des couronnes en
prêt/Indication of an " on-loan " circular date stamp . If the
circular date stamp described by Numbers 119 and 120 is
"on-loan " , this is indicated by an "L " in this column.

122. Anmerkungen zur Krone/Annotations relatives à la
couronne/Notes concerning the circular date stamp . Remarks or
notes concerning the particular circular date stamp are
indicated by a symbol in this location according to the
following scheme:

[dot within a circle]

	

for Groups 0 .1 and 0 .4, plus slogan
number 0 .3 .2, an indication that
slogans or flags are not always
used with this circular date stamp.

[dagger]

	

for Groups 0 .2 and 0 .3, an indication that the
existence of slogan-circular date stamp pairs is
not always based on actual examples but is
probable due to the periods of use of the slogan
and the circular date stamp.

[solid circle]

	

an indication that the slogan-circular
date stamp pairs are still in use .

	

If
the number of these is quite large, a
listing of them will be found at the end
of that Part .



[triangle]

	

an indication for Category 4 that during the
period of use of the slogan significant
changes in the circular date stamp occurred,
for example, circular and rectangular zeroes.

[asterisk or superscript]

		

indication of a note at the
bottom of the listing.

123. Monatsangabe in der Krone/Indication du mois dans la
couronne/Indication of the months designation in the circular
date stamp . For circular date stamps of type D, the month can
be designated by either Roman or Arabic numerals . This is
abbreviated as follows:

ro

	

months designated by Roman numerals
ar

	

months designated by Arabic numerals

124. Hinweise betreffend die Krone/Indications relatives à la
couronne/References relative to the circular date stamp . Notes
referring to other circular date stamps.

125. Hinweise auf andere Ortewerbeflaggen/Renvois I d ' autres
fiches-réclame locales/References to other local publicity
slogans . Other local publicity slogans used in the locality are
referenced here.

126. Weitergehende Angaben zur Verwendungszeit/Autres
indications relatives à la durée d ' emploi/Further indications of
the period of use . Periods of use of specific circular date
stamps with the slogan . These are either given by year for
recurring uses or by first and last day of use.

127. Bewertung/Cotation/Valuation. The valuation by points of
the particular slogan-circular date stamp pair . The minimum
valuation is 0 .3 points . A point corresponds approximately to
one Swiss franc .

	

For low-value pairs [0 .5 or less], this does
not hold.

128. Anmerkung für spezielle Bewertungen/Remarque pour des
cotations spéciales/Remarks for special valuations . The
indication " I/2 " is for a section or fragment of a continuous or
roller machine cancel.

Part Q is a catalog of circular date stamps . A typical
listing is shown in the figure on page 39 . The numbers in
circles signify the following:

151. Abbildung/Reproductions/Illustrations . The circular date
stamps are not reproduced to scale .

	

If several variations of
the same cancel exist, the choice of the particular variation
used for the illustration is arbitrary.

152. Kenhzeichnung von Leihkronen/Mention des couronnes en
prêt/Notation as to " on-loan " cancels . If an " on-loan" cancel
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had been used prior to the use of the illustrated cancel, an

" (L) " will be found at this location.

153. Anzahl Ausführungsvarianten/Nombre d ' exemplaires

différents/Number of variations . Often a circular date stamp

exists in several minor variations . Variations can include size

or spacing of the lettering, spacing of the stars, etc . The

number placed at this location gives the total of these
variations.

154. Kronennummer/Numéro de la couronne/Number of the circular

date stamp . The sequence number for circular date stamps from

the given locality.

155. Kronentyp/Type de la couronne/Circular date stamp type.

156. Verwendunszeit(en)/Durée(s) d ' emploi/Period(s) of use.

First and last day of use of the circular date stamp as
determined from examples . If two periods of use are given, the

first is the period of use as an " on-loan " date stamp, the

second as a conventional date stamp.

157. Hinweise auf Flaggen/Mention des fiches/Mention of

slogans . If a circular date stamp has never been used with a

slogan or flag, or has only been thus used one or two times,

this is noted in this location .

* * *

Chapter IV is entitled "How to Collect Machine Cancels " . As

this subject is probably better treated as a separate article, I

won ' t summarize the comments given here . The one thing to note

is that the Swiss collect machine cancels as 4 x 9 cm pieces,
except 5 x 10 cm for the type F cancels.

Chapter V is a reference list of catalogs and other machine

cancel monographs and articles - almost all in German or French.

Chapter VI is on the valuation of machine cancels . Again,

this is better treated as a separate article.

The balance of the catalog is the listings themselves.
Again, referring to the Table of Contents, Part A is the listing

of the Group 0 .1 slogans/flags . The Annex at the end of the
listings is a compilation of special flight covers (first

flights, commemorative flights, etc .) which received machine

cancel arrival stamps.

Part B is the listing for Group 0 .2 and Part C is for Group

0 .3 . The Table at the end of Part C is a listing of the
locations where slogans 0 .2 .22z and 0 .3 .6 were still in use as
of the date of the Catalog . The table on page C12 is for pairs
with type E circular date stamps, and the table on page C13 for
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type F date stamps . The notation scheme is as follows : small
circle - a possible combination but not documented ; large circle
- a documented combination ; and cross - an impossible or unknown
combination.

Part D is the listing for slogans from Group 0 .4.

Part E is the listing for slogans from Category 1 . The
Table at the end of the listings is a listing of those slogans
in current use at the time of publication of the Catalog . The
format of the Table is a vertical listing of the circular date
stamps alphabetically by location and a horizontal listing of
slogan numbers .

	

[ " 1 . " should be added in front of each of the
slogan numbers .] The notation scheme is as follows : small
circle - slogan used only once ; large circle - slogan used two
or more times ; cross - use not known.

Part F is the listing for slogans from Group 2 .1 and the
Table at the end of the listings is the similar to that at the
end of Part E .

	

[ " 2 .1 . " should be added in this case .]

	

The
Annex found on page F42 is a special listing for slogan 2 .1 .65
used in conjunction with a series of balloon flights to aid the
refugees from Czechoslovakia in 1968.

Part G is the listing for slogans from Group 2 .2 and, again,
the Table at the end of the listings is similar to that at the
end of Part E.

Part H is the listing for slogans from Category 3 . An
alphabetic listing of the locations using Category 3 slogans is
found on pages H26 and H27 . The Annex found on page H28 is a
special listing for slogans 3 .107 and 3 .114 in the various
branch post offices in Zurich . The listing gives the months and
years in which the two slogans were used at the various
branches.

Parts J through 0 are listings for slogans from Groups 4 .1
through 4 .6.

Part P is a set of 9 Annexes:

Annex I

	

Slogans used in Liechtenstein
Annex II

	

Slogans used at the UN Geneva Office
Annex III

	

French slogans used with the German
circular date stamp "Biel/Bienne 1
Versand "

Annex IV

	

Slogans from Groups 1 to 4 used with
" on-loan" circular date stamps

Annex V

	

Slogans from Groups 1 to 4 used with
" PP" circular date stamps

Annex VI

	

Slogans from Groups 1 to 4 used with COD
circular date stamps

Annex VII

	

Slogans from Groups 1 to 4 used with
type S circular date stamps



Annex VIII

	

Slogans from Groups 1 to 4 used with
type V circular date stamps

Annex IX

	

Slogans used in combination with
circular date stamps which have not been
documented

Part Q is the above-mentioned catalog of circular date
stamps . The Annex at the end of the catalog is a listing of 19
date stamps which were listed on an inventory of machine cancels
published by the PTT in 1926 and/or 1943 . No examples of these
cancels are known to be in collector ' s hands.

Part R is a listing of postal check office cancels.

Part S is a series a lists by circular date stamp type,
language, and prefix/suffix of all circular date stamps arranged
alphabetically by locality name . These 8 lists are essentially
indexes to the catalog of circular date stamps found in Part Q.
In addition to these lists, there are several other lists
included in this Part . There is a chronological list of first
use of machine cancelling machines at each of the post offices.
There is also an alphabetic list of all post offices having
machine cancelling machines giving the canton ( " Kt/Ct " ) and
postal district ( " PK/AP " ) together with the type/manufacturer of
the cancelling machine(s) at the post office . Finally there is
a listing of " on-loan" circular date stamps giving the dates
when is " on-loan" cancelling was done and at which larger postal
facility and the date (if any) the smaller facility received its
own machine canceller . According to this list, there are still
12 facilities which use this " on-loan " arrangement.

This completes the description of the Machine Cancel Catalog
and the directions for its use . I do hope you ' ll agree with me
that the catalog is easy to use, even for those whose knowledge
of German and/or French is limited to " sauerkraut" and " cafe" .
Give it a try, I think you ' ll find your knowledge and enjoyment
of your Swiss cancels much expanded .
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